COMMUNITY AND CITY FOUNDATIONS

Community consultation on the
Draft City of Playford Strategic Plan 2020-2024
WHAT WE HEARD REPORT – DECEMBER 2020
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1 Background
The Local Government Act 1999 says that Council must have Strategic Management Plans.
It also states that a comprehensive review of the Plans must be undertaken within two years after each
general election of Council, and a process must be included to ensure that members of the public are given
reasonable opportunity to be involved in the development of the Plans.
Council’s Strategic Management Plans include our Community Vision 2043, Strategic Plan, Long Term
Financial Plan and Asset Management Plan. The consultation that this report refers to is related to the
update of the Strategic Plan.
In March 2020, Council endorsed a Community Engagement Plan for the update of its Strategic Plan, with
the following overarching objectives:





Inform our community on the intention to focus on ‘foundations’ for the next four years, and
highlight the intention to think beyond a single Council term to plan more strategically;
Involve our diverse community in defining what they consider the ‘foundations’ to be, in such a
way that their feedback can genuinely be factored into decision making on the final detail of the
Strategic Plan 2020-2024;
Demonstrate Council’s aspirations to genuinely involve the community in high quality community
engagement, that goes beyond the minimum approach required by legislation;
Continue to build ongoing and strong relationships with the people who live, work and play in
the City of Playford.

The engagement approach was split into three phases as shown in the table below.
Date

Activity

24 Mar 2020

Council endorses the Community Engagement Plan for the Review
of the Strategic Plan

6 Jul – 16 Aug 2020

PHASE 1 ENGAGEMENT – 6 WEEKS







Your Top 3 mailout survey to all households
Your Top Priority included in Resident Satisfaction Survey
telephone calls
Your Top Priority question included in Business Survey
Your Top 3 Idea Wall on Engagement Hub
Series of Mini-Meet events, including separate specific
sessions with children and young people
Social media coverage

Aug-Oct 2020

Elected Member gatherings – what did the community tell us;
Council approval of Draft Strategic Plan for Phase 2 engagement

2 -29 Nov 2020

PHASE 2 ENGAGEMENT – 4 WEEKS – CONSULTATION ON
DRAFT PLAN





Feedback survey – online via Engagement Hub and hard
copy at Customer service points
Direct email/SMS contact with Phase 1 respondents
Social media coverage
Playford News eNewsletter

Dec 2020 – Jan 2021

Council to consider public feedback and finalise proposed Strategic
Plan; Council adopts Strategic Plan

Feb 2021

PHASE 3 ENGAGEMENT – CLOSE THE LOOP – INFORM
COMMUNITY OF ADOPTED PLAN
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The first phase of engagement occurred throughout July and August 2020, and over 1600 people got
involved in a ‘call to action’ to tell Council what their top priorities were for the coming four years. Various
engagement methods were used, and resulted in over 3500 suggestions, which were ultimately distilled into
five Foundational Needs of our community. A draft Strategic Plan was then prepared around those five
foundational needs – referred to in the document as the Community Themes. The second phase of
engagement was then undertaken, and is the subject of this report.
Further information on the outcomes of the first phase of engagement can be found in the ‘What We Heard
Report – August 2020’ at playford.engagementhub.com.au.

2 Engagement Principles, Objectives and Process
2.1

Principles of Good Engagement

For the City of Playford, good engagement with our community means that 






2.2

We understand why we are engaging and communicate this succinctly;
We are accessible and inclusive, enabling a broad range of views to be considered;
We are flexible, through providing a range of ways to get involved;
We welcome diversity and hear from under-represented groups or people we don’t normally hear
from;
We do it well, so that at the end of the process people hope to be involved again in the future;
We close the loop with our community and inform them of the outcome.

Levels of Engagement

When undertaking community engagement we need to be clear how much influence the community has in
relation to our decision-making process.
The Australian Public Service Framework for Engagement and Participation identified four ways that the
public sector engages with the public.

Share/Inform

Consult

Deliberate/Involve

Collaborate

When communication is one-way, and a message about a decision that’s being made is simply being
broadcast, we share this information or inform the community. At this level, the community has no
influence over the decision.
When we are gathering feedback from the community about a problem or a proposed solution, generally
where we go to them with specific ideas or options, we consult. At this level, the community has some
influence over the decision, but we firmly remain the final decision makers.
When we need help from the public to balance competing values and interests, or where we are searching
for further ideas or input, we deliberate with or involve the community. At this level, the community has
more influence over our decision making but we still remain the final decision maker.
When we want to work together with the community to find and implement a solution, we collaborate.
Typically at this level the community is an equal partner and we make final decisions together. However, it
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can also be that we collaborate to find answers and identify ways forward together, but the final decision
remains with us.
In the first phase of engagement, we undertook a combination of informing, consulting and involving our
community. With that phase being so successful in drawing out our community’s key priorities, for the
second phase of engagement we sought to undertake a combination of informing and consulting. This is
expanded upon in the Phase 2 objectives below.

2.3

Engagement Objectives

The primary objectives of Phase 2 of public consultation were to:






2.4

Inform the community that the consultation on the Draft Strategic Plan is underway and how they
can have their say.
Inform the community on what we heard from Phase 1 and thank them for their input
Inform the community on how we have interpreted Phase 1 feedback
Consult with them on their degree of support for the Community Themes and any additional
feedback on the overall Draft Plan
Inform (educate) our residents on what Council can and can’t do in relation to the priorities
identified during Phase 1. (This will continue as an ongoing focus for the duration of the Plan.)

Who did we want to engage with?

As for the first phase of engagement, during this phase we were targeting all people who live, work and play
in the City of Playford.

2.5

Engagement Tools Used

Tool

Description

Response

Community Feedback Form –
available online and hardcopy

A two-page survey seeking
feedback on the level of support
for the five Community Themes;
what people liked most about the
Draft Plan; what concerns people
had about the Draft Plan.



Direct email/SMS to Phase 1
respondents

Those individuals who took part
in Phase 1 and provided either
an email address or mobile
phone number were contacted to
inform them of the opportunity to
provide feedback.



7 of the 9 responses were
from individuals who had
taken part in Phase 1
engagement

Social media

Social media was used to
promote the opportunity to
provide feedback.




Total reach of 9971
Total engagement of 165 or
1.6%
5 people made comments via
social media

14 posts to social media
Playford News eNewsletter

Article promoting the
engagement process





5 forms were submitted
online via Engagement Hub
4 forms were submitted either
hardcopy or via email.

N/A
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3 What We Heard
The first question on the Community Feedback Form was:
What is your level of support for the five Community Themes outlined in the Draft Strategic
Plan:
Community Theme 1: Improving safety and accessibility
Community Theme 2: Lifting city appearance
Community Theme 3: Connecting with our community and each other
Community Theme 4: Supporting local employment opportunities
Community Theme 5: Using money wisely
The majority of responses to this question were supportive of the Community Themes. Of the nine
respondents who submitted a feedback form, five strongly supported them and two supported them. One
respondent did not answer this question, and one respondent provided individual responses to each of the
five themes, ranging from ‘strongly oppose’ to ‘strongly support’.
Comments provided in relation to this question generally mirrored those received during the Phase 1
engagement and which have already been taken into account as part of the development of the Strategic
Plan. Of note were further comments regarding the safety and accessibility of Curtis Road. While there are
already measures in place to continue regular communication with our community regarding this important
issue, this feedback further reinforces the need for that communication.
The remaining questions on the Community Feedback Form were:
What do you like most about the Draft Strategic Plan?
Do you have any concerns about the Draft Strategic Plan?
Again, much of the commentary provided here mirrored feedback already taken into account as part of
the development of the draft Plan following Phase 1 engagement – for example: accessibility, city
appearance, and financial management. In some instances, comments were made in relation to
operational matters which have been forwarded to the relevant sections of Council for actioning.
The comments provided from five respondents via social media related to Curtis Road, commercial rates,
city presentation and other operational matters.
Full details of the individual feedback can be found in Appendix 5, along with a response to each.

4 Next Steps
The finalised Strategic Plan is due for consideration by Council in January 2021. Following endorsement,
measures will be taken to inform respondents and our broader community that the Plan is formally in place
and it will become embedded in Council decision making and communication moving forward.
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5 Appendices
5.1

Feedback Received via Feedback Forms (Response Included)

Feedback Form No.: 1
Name: Anonymous
What is your level of support for the five Community Themes?
Strongly support
Comments:
CURTIS ROAD IS EXTREMELY Dangerous and way too congested. There are too many estates and
not enough roads. The big round about off Douglas and Coventry is EXTREMELY hazardous with cars
cutting each other off just to try and get in. It's so scary.
What do you like most about the Draft Strategic Plan?
Do you have any concerns about the Draft Strategic Plan?
Fix Curtis road!!!!!!
Response:
Noted. Council is aware of the issues with Curtis Road and the Strategic Plan acknowledges the
community’s identification of Curtis Road as one of the most critical issues to be addressed (p.12-13).
Curtis Road now functions as an arterial road (not a local Council-level road) and the cost of the upgrade
is beyond Council’s capacity. As such, Council will continue to strongly advocate to the SA Government
to prioritise this key project within their infrastructure plans.
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Feedback Form No.: 2
Name: Nita Kalacheva-White
What is your level of support for the five Community Themes?
Strongly support
Comments:
Every living area in SA has empty spaces of Land, that can be used...and create job opportunities for
people...People in modern Society leave with a lot of problems (sadly), most of these problems can easily
be resolved without the need of spending millions of dollars, why we don't start use the empty spaces of
Land in a manner that can provide jobs, entertainment (no gambling etc.of the sort), big sheds can be
created with smooth concrete surface, where people in their free time can do skating or
What do you like most about the Draft Strategic Plan?
Yes, they are all important, I like a lot the last one(N5), you have to be a wise person to be able to do it,
and they are not in a position to make those decisions at the moment...every decision should be
consulted with the public, and see what they think of it...People need entertainment( no the gambling
one), build some big sheds constructions with a smooth concrete floors, where people can do skating or
dancing or competitions, that kind of entertainment the healthy ones...It will also help to get social, get to
know each other etc. At present people live like robots with so many issues and no good entertainment
that they can afford(sadly)...All that is no good for their mental health etc. The main place where people
get social is at Church, where the hear a long story(given by a person that doesn't know what they are
talking about) telling, give their donations and go home...And on Monday back to their same old
routine...Live is more than that....we as humans have to better ourselves and better things around us, this
how evolution goes....not just in electronics, but it should be the way people think and act etc. There is
plenty that can be done....Please listen to people that are wise, people of good character that have the
knowledge, how thing can be done, it doesn't have to cost a fortune, simple but effective things can make
a huge difference in peoples lives.
Do you have any concerns about the Draft Strategic Plan?
Looks great on paper, and I guess is the same every year, what are the changes that actually happen so
far though?
Response:
Noted.
The Strategic Plan is a high level document that will help Council to make decisions about future planning
and resource allocation.
Each year Council’s releases its draft Annual Business Plan to the community so they can have their say
on what Council’s plans are for the following financial year.
The section in the Strategic Plan ‘Tracking our progress’ (p26-27) outlines the ways the Council will track
and communicate its progress against the Strategic Plan.
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Feedback Form No.: 3
Name: Scott Compton
What is your level of support for the five Community Themes?
Strongly support
Comments:
Playford needs better access for disabled and elderly citizens
What do you like most about the Draft Strategic Plan?
It was designed in consultation with the citizens and council to provide a long term solution to make
Playford a safe and inviting place to live.
Do you have any concerns about the Draft Strategic Plan?
No
Response:
Noted.
In the section ‘Community Theme 1’ (p 16-17), Council outlines its focus on improving accessibility,
particularly in our public spaces and footpaths.

Feedback Form No.: 4
Name: Jeanette Cameron
What is your level of support for the five Community Themes?
Strongly support
Comments:
Concealed Stormwater infrastructure & footpaths along Heaslip Rd will improve the aesthetics of the
suburb
What do you like most about the Draft Strategic Plan?
The importance placed on improving roads , stormwater & footpaths.
Do you have any concerns about the Draft Strategic Plan?
No mention of corella (birds) management to stop the noise pollution and vegetation & property damage.
Response:
Noted.
Our Strategic Plan is intended to describe the high-level focus for our organisation over the next four
years and as such does not comprehensively detail all of Council’s day to day operations. Council is
aware of the impact of Corellas and it is an issue that is broader than just our Council. As such, State
Government agencies are developing a state level management approach to the issue, which Council
has inputted into.
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Feedback Form No.: 5
Name: Stewart Dunn
What is your level of support for the five Community Themes?
Strongly support
Comments:
I participated in the original survey and am pleased that the draft plan Theme 1 and 2 were reflective of
my opinion on where councils direction should be. If these themes are reflective of priority moving from
one to five then I am well pleased.
What do you like most about the Draft Strategic Plan?
Theme 1 and 2 are the most important focus in my opinion and where the councils focus should be given
the present situations around the Playford district. Wasting money on fancy buildings and salaries that
serve the council for the sake of prestige rather than serving the ratepayers has been the wrong
direction in the past.
Do you have any concerns about the Draft Strategic Plan?
Theme 3 has the danger of becoming a publicity stunt to serve the council rather than the people and
should be carefully managed and scrutinized for motive when spending to ensure the funds spent are to
meet the goal not advertise how good the council is.
Response:
Noted.
The order in which the five Community Themes are listed within the Plan does not signify their relative
priority. All five Community Themes came through strongly during Phase 1 community engagement and
all of them will be focus areas over the next four years.
Theme 3 is intended to improve our community’s awareness of Council services to enable people to
access the services they require.
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Feedback Form No.: 6
Name: Anonymous
What is your level of support for the five Community Themes?
Support
Comments:
Maintain and fix existing parks and projects before starting anything new.
What do you like most about the Draft Strategic Plan?
Theme 2: Lifting city appearance
Do you have any concerns about the Draft Strategic Plan?
Theme 5: Using money wisely – borrowing money
Response:
Noted.
As stated on p14 and p24 of the Strategic Plan, Council is committed to its Financial Strategy, which has
a strong focus on debt management. .

Feedback Form No.: 7
Name: Anonymous
What is your level of support for the five Community Themes?
Comments:
What do you like most about the Draft Strategic Plan?
All sounds OK
Do you have any concerns about the Draft Strategic Plan?
I would like to see a lot more done in regards to cycle/footpaths, especially the linking up to the Northern
Expressway on the north side of Curtis Road as its not a good position for crossing over to ride to Gawler
as you cannot see round the bend. Would also like to see it paved going across the bridge and down to
Bunnings. Needs more dedicated paths around the area.
Response:
Noted.
This feedback relates to Community Theme 1 ‘Improving safety and accessibility’. Over the next four
years, Council will be focussed on improvements to make the city easy to get around and safe.
Council staff will investigate this location further and identify potential safety solutions if justified.
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Feedback Form No.: 8
Name: Shaun Reardon
What is your level of support for the five Community Themes?
Mixed
Comments:
I cannot support councils’ position regarding Theme 1, as its clear that Curtis Road is the biggest issue
when it comes to safety and accessibility in Playford and yet council has made it clear that Curtis Road
will not be addressed during this 4-year period.
Theme 4, supporting local employment opportunities: needs further details around it as while everyone
would be in favour of supporting employment growth in Playford, councils track record has resulted in
tens of millions of ratepayer’s dollars spent with very few jobs created. Council should be supporting
state government to improve job creation not funding it.
What do you like most about the Draft Strategic Plan?
It is pleasing to see the lengths Council took to engage with the community, to develop this draft strategic
plan.
Do you have any concerns about the Draft Strategic Plan?
While there was comprehensive community engagement undertaken it’s clear that the community
feedback has not been taken on board on issues that council don’t want to deal with, Curtis Road being
the leading example. Its clear residents want it fixed, but the draft strategic plan flatly rejects the
duplication of Curtis rd.
Lots of ideas in the strategic plan, but very little detail
Response:
Noted.
Refer to response to Feedback Form No. 1 regarding Curtis Road.
Community Theme 4 (p22-24) acknowledges that the issue of employment growth is not something that
Council can address on its own. This theme has a strong focus on facilitation and advocacy.
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Feedback Form No.: 9
Name: Anonymous
What is your level of support for the five Community Themes?
Support
Comments:
Theme 1 I support this but I do not think dogs barking in their own yards is a bad thing. I know my dog
barks but this is because she does not like suspicious people. She also barks at people to say hello
especially to people she has met on her daily walks. I know she barks when I’m not at home but she’s in
the backyard and secure. She has fences that she can’t jump over and has cut outs in the carport that
she can see out of but has security screen covering these openings. She can’t get out of her area as the
fences have all been upgraded and painted since I have moved into the area 4 years ago making the
whole yard secure.
What do you like most about the Draft Strategic Plan?
That the Council is trying to make the area appear better but people dumping broken/unused TV sets and
furniture in parks and footpaths is over the top and requires attention. I like the ways most of the areas
are tried to be kept slashed to keep grass under control. I realise it’s a neverending job with the vast
area but this needs attention to keep snakes visible and under control.
Do you have any concerns about the Draft Strategic Plan?
There’s a man [details redacted] who has a dog who has attacked a senior citizen who walks his dog a
maltese x shitsu on 3 different occasions. This person walks his dog with a walker. I’m trying to contact
[details redacted] via email about this occurrence. I will try for another couple of weeks and see what
eventuates.
Response:
Noted.
Community Themes 1 and 2 include reference to issues such as illegal dumping and maintenance of our
public spaces and streetscapes.
The concern regarding dog attacks has been passed on to Council’s Regulatory Services team.
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5.2

Feedback Received via Social Media (Response Included)

No

User

Comment

Response

1

duritz78

Who is responsible for doing
something about Curtis road then?

Noted.

Should be putting in the infrastructure
before new areas are developed,
congested roads at blakescrossing
and munno para due to schools and
only one way out. Curtis road is a
disaster and should have been made
two lanes right from the start,
roundabout needed at stebonheath
and womma road and curtis road and
Andrews road. Entrances to the city
are full of weeds doesn't matter from
what direction you come in from so
you know immediately that your in
Playford council.

Noted.

Carolyn
Holmes

Here's my say. Why get rid of the gym
at JMC? You obviously don't listen to
what people want

Noted.

4

Denis
Spencer

Keeping the McVeity Centre as it is,
would be good too.

See above.

5

Denis Davey

Firstly lower commercial rates to the
level of bordering councils in SA.

Noted. Community Theme 4 (p22-23)
confirms that supporting business and
local employment opportunities will be a
key focus for Council in the next four
years. Council regularly reviews the
range of ‘levers’ available to it in this
regard, including its rating structure.

2

3

allangoulding

Refer to response to Feedback Form
No. 1 regarding Curtis Road.
Refer to response to Feedback Form
No. 1 regarding Curtis Road.
Community Theme 2 ‘Lifting city
appearance’ addresses similar
feedback from Phase 1 of community
engagement regarding the presentation
of the city.

This feedback relates to an operational
matter and was passed on to the
relevant staff for consideration. The
JMC opened under Council
management on 11 January 2021 and
includes a community gym which still
offers access to the gym facility along
with a full group-fitness program.
Reciprocal access rights for the
Aquadome also now apply for
members. Detailed information
regarding the programs, operating
hours and fees are available from
Council’s website.
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5.3

Originals of Feedback Forms received hard copy or via email

Feedback Form No.: 6
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Feedback Form No.: 7

NB Only one side of this form was submitted
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Feedback Form No.: 8
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Feedback Form No.: 9
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